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“No man can honestly serve two masters; no man can honestly 

serve Ireland and serve England.”   
(Inghinidhe na hEireann, BMH CD119/3/1)  

  

The Complexity of Loyalty  
  

  

1. Abstract: In this lesson plan students will gain a deeper and more nuanced 

understanding of the concepts of loyalty, nationalism and unionism. Students 

will utilise their understanding of these concepts in analysing a wide-range of 

related primary source material. Students will identify the various groupings 

that would have considered themselves as loyal to Ireland (the Dublin 

Metropolitan Police; the Royal Irish Constabulary; Irish soldiers in the British 

army; the Irish Volunteers), and will be asked to consider how these groupings 

viewed each other. Students will be presented with different parts of the 

Maurice Meade Witness Statement as unattributed documents. At the end of 

the analysis of these contrasting conceptions of loyalty to Ireland it will be 

revealed that the excerpts are from the same Witness Statement so as to 

illustrate the divided loyalties of one individual.  

  

2. Themes:  Divided Loyalties  

3. Estimated no. of classes: 3  

4. Subject(s): History, English  

5. Toolkit:  

a. Projector  

b. Internet connection  

c. Computer lab  

6. Learning Aim/Objectives:  

a. To gain a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the concepts of 

loyalty, nationalism and unionism  

b. To utilise their understanding of these concepts in analysing a range of 

primary source material  

c. To identify the various groups that would have seen themselves as 

loyal to Ireland (DMP; RIC; Irish in the British army; Irish 

Volunteers), and to consider how these groups viewed each other.  

7. Advance Preparation:  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9JG21-1AMNPWW45Ny1TZ0preDg
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9JG21-1AMNPWW45Ny1TZ0preDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9JG21-1AMNPWW45Ny1TZ0preDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9JG21-1AMNPWW45Ny1TZ0preDg
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a. Teacher should familiarise themselves with the assigned sources before 

the class (see  

Materials Needed sections ‘a’ - ‘e’)  

b. Teacher should prepare Maurice Meade Witness Statement (see 

Materials Needed section ‘f’) as an unattributed document (the author’s 

name is redacted).  

8. Methodology:  

a. Exercise one:  

i. Class is divided into five groups  

ii. Each group is assigned a document (see Materials Needed 

sections ‘a’ - ‘e’):  

1. The Witness Statement of Patrick Bermingham of the 

DMP (Pages 1-4)  

2. Witness Statement of George Chester Duggan (Page 6-

7)  

3. Witness Statement of Eugene Bratton (Pages 1-4 & 13)  

4. Oct. 1915 Recruitment Appeal  

5. Pamphlet warning women about stepping out with men 

in British uniform  

iii. Groups must analyse their document and identify what they 

believe to be their author’s idea of loyalty to Ireland  

iv. Each group presents their findings to the class  

v. Teacher-led discussion on the varying concepts of loyalty 

which appear across the sources  

b. Exercise two:  

i. Class will be divided into two groups  

ii. Both groups will be provided with different sections from the 

witness statement of Maurice Meade (see Materials Needed 

section ‘f’)  

1. Meade served both in the British forces (pages 7 - 8) 

and in the rebel forces of 1916 (10 - 13)  

2. The name should be removed from the statements so 

that both groups do not realize they have a statement 

from the same person  

iii. One group will be presented with Meade’s account of his 

service in the war and the other will be given Meade’s account 

of his service in the Rising  
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iv. Students will have several minutes to discuss what their 

unidentified author does/says with the aim of ascertaining his 

concept of loyalty  

v. Each group will then present their findings to the rest of the 

class  

vi. After both presentations the teacher will reveal that the 

statements were written by the same person and ask the class 

whether this changes their perception of loyalty  

9. Assessment  

a. Teacher observation of group interactions.  

b. Questioning of students’ analysis of sources, this could form the basis 

of a formal written essay.  

c. Teacher can assess students’ completion of the unattributed document 

activity and discussion of one individual’s divided loyalties, for their 

understanding of the concepts and the challenges faced in exploring 

primary source material.  

10. Materials Needed:   

a. The Witness Statement of Patrick Bermingham of the DMP (Pages 1-

4)  

 i. 

http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS0697.pdf  

b. Witness Statement of George Chester Duggan (Page 6-7)  

 i. 

http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS1099.pdf  

c. Witness Statement of Eugene Bratton (Pages 1-4 & 13)  

 i. 

http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS0467.pdf  

d. Oct. 1915 Recruitment Appeal  

i. C.D. 282/2  

e. Pamphlet warning women about stepping out with men in British 

uniform  

i. C.D. 119/3/1  

f. Maurice Meade Witness Statement:        

i. http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS089

1.pdf  

http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS0697.pdf
http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS0697.pdf
http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS1099.pdf
http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS1099.pdf
http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS0467.pdf
http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS0467.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9JG21-1AMNPMnVNcUVYNlJaZ2c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9JG21-1AMNPMnVNcUVYNlJaZ2c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9JG21-1AMNPNkZrNm1rOWh0RVU/view?usp=sharing
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http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/reels/bmh/BMH.WS0891.pdf

